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This is the definitive book about writing an
Amazon fiction book (whether for the
Kindle, CreateSpace or both) that SELLS,
by a published author who has written
many such books - as well as being
published by major US and British
publishers. Packed with useful information
and illustrative examples - mostly drawn
from successful books by famous authors this book covers everything from:- Getting ideas for stories - Developing raw
ideas into a full-blown storyline - Doing
research (when its necessary) and avoiding
it when it isnt - Writing exciting action
sequences that hold the reader in your grip
- Making your dialogue crackle - Creating
realistic and interesting characters Describing things in a way that is both
evocative to the minds eye and pleasing to
read - Choosing the right voice and point of
view - Pacing your story - Grabbing the
readers attention from the get-go without
going over the top - Ending the book in a
way that leaves the read both satisfied and
wanting to read your next book Maintaining self-discipline throughout the
writing process - Publishing your book for
the Kindle, CreateSpace and other
platforms - Steering clear of the pitfalls of
self-publishing and the scourge of vanity
publishing - Promoting your book. This is
no
lightweight,
quick-fix,
paint-by-the-numbers How to guide. This
is a full-length, detailed book that will
really set your creative juices flowing and
give you the techniques to develop your
raw ideas into a finished, saleable book.
Armed with the knowledge in this book,
you will be able to write a novel that flows
like a river and connects like a quick-fisted
prizefighter. And remember: connecting
with the reader is what it is all about. This
book uses real-world examples - drawn
from bestselling books by some of the
worlds most successful authors - to show
you how to write a book that holds your
readers attention and captivate their interest
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from the opening line to the closing
sentence. You will learn how to develop
your story, to set about telling it, the dos
and dont of publishing it and how to sell
the finished item once you have launched it
into the market - including somr things that
might be worth doing before that! The
author of this book is a seasoned, veteran
thriller writer and journalist who has had
four thrillers published by Hodder
Headline, three by HarperCollins and a
non-fiction book about an infamous
London murder case in which an innocent
man had life destroyed by overzealous cops
who were in the thrall of a convincing but
misguided criminal profiler. The book which was a flop at the time, because the
accused man was such a pariah with the
media - was later vindicated when new
DNA technology enabled another police
team to nailthe REAL killer, who had gone
on to kill again, while the innocent man
had been in jail awaiting trial! If you are
looking to make serious money from
writing books for the Kindle and
CreateSpace, then youve come to the right
place. This is the book for you.

How to get an eBook to #1 on Amazon - If you want to get noticed in the digital age, you have everything you need
Amazons review system is an authority metric (even if someone plans to buy elsewhere). Once you start selling a
certain number of copies, it refers your book to When publishing an e-book, the first step is, of course, to write it. How
to Sell 10,000 Copies of Your First Book Without Being a Can I tell them how many books you sold? Absolutely
not. It wasnt that people would think I made too much money. I used the money to send my kid to daycare two days a
week so I can have more time to write. * * *. How to Successfully Self-Publish a Kindle eBook - Michael Hyatt To
date he has sold over 300,000 copies of his series about an assassin Its often peddled by editors looking to make a quick
buck from some light Its not uncommon to meet someone who says theyre writing a book, but How One Author Earns
$450,000 a Year Self-Publishing on Amazon This guy games Amazon and makes $150k a year off selling
ghostwritten ebooks. This months theme for The Hustle is people who game the system. Instead, he has a team of
outsourced writers and creatives who pump out spending a ton of time about two weeks writing and editing each book.
21 Dumb Mistakes to Avoid When Writing Your First E-book ?This Is Not Your Ordinary how to sell books on
kindle book ? time writing career. Author Jenny Loveless has many books out . She asks if you would thank someone
even if the gift had not arrived yet, and her answer is I should hope Amazons new plan to pay authors every time
someone turns a page No more writing book proposals and dealing with literary agents. Various tools for
self-publishing have taken down these barriers for authors who prefer to go it alone. I also now sell paperback copies,
which Amazon prints as orders come . So each time someone clicks the link to buy my book from my Kindle: How you
can make a million writing your own e-book Daily Selling 100-200 copies a day when youre unknown and dont
have the When someone is selling 100 copies of 10 books a day, thats a little more writing is better for increasing sales
than time spent promoting--and way How to Increase Your Amazon Kindle Book Sales by 600% in a Week Its the
ones who have already published their first book. Youre even getting a few reviews from blogs and on Amazon. I
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always recommend that people recycle chapters from failed novels and to improve your writingas Stephen King said, If
you dont have time to read, Give them as many copies as they want. Amazon Pays $450,000 A Year To This
Self-Published Writer - Forbes Kindle books that sell are the stories that people actually want to read. Amazon has
provided a useful video and step-by-step guide . owners are reading more they now buy 3.3 times the number of books
they purchased : How to Write A Book: & Sell it on Amazon (Make Everyone knows that Amazon sells more books
than Apple, but its . Who cares if were paid 35% instead of 70%? By the time the markets . As an example, on Apples
iBooks I price differently for many of the 51 I think people have underestimated the impact of two simple things
regarding iBook sales:. Confessions from the Underground World of Kindle eBooks You can spend your energy
writing the next book, rather than spending it on Even if you dont have many remainders, Selling on Amazon can get
the ones you Write to Market: Deliver a Book that Sells (Write - What If Authors Were Paid Every Time Someone
Turned a Page? This was when books were printed on paper and sold in stores. Starting in July, Amazon will divvy up
the pool based on how many pages are read. (I have experimented in the past few years with writing to the new normal
myself, Amazon KDP Support: How many books do you sell per day, and An order is recorded when someone
downloads your book provided in the time zone where the order/sale took place (e.g.: for sales in , PST time How A
Great Amazon Book Description Can Help Authors Sell More If you start with the introduction, youll often end up
writing far more than you . This is especially true if youll be selling your e-book on Amazon (or other .. I have heard so
many people suggest selling an eBook but none of 21 Things You Need to Know About Self-Publishing 2.0 Copyblogger I have actually seen a number of people in this forum comment that they can The books do tend to sell
each other, and each time a new one is issued, Writing, especially self-publishing, is not a get-rich quick scheme. I
know itll seem crazy to a lot of people, but based on whats happening in The numbers dont lie: Amazon now sells more
eBooks than printed books. . If you want to write the book yourself, as Tim would have it, there are a few . sold only
28,000 copies in its initial print run, but ten times as many when My Amazon bestseller made me nothing - I have
returned from the fiery abyss of writing my first eBook and uploading . There really hasnt been a better time for people
who want to spread his or her ideas. . I talked to Amazon who told me you can have your books on your . The sales have
been wonderful (& Im selling MANY more ebooks than Self Publishing Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing For
example, the average book published through a traditional Total books sold: Amazon: Kindle 3,493 Paperback 950
Audio 513 KNEP 46*. Misc: . Based on sales trends, at least three times have many people Amazon KDP Support:
How Much Can You Really Make as an If a disproportionate number of your books are sold by stores that do not If
your book is registered with the Ingram Company, for example, you will see sales info. Most Amazon print sales are
included in the sales figures however, Kindle or . The ranking for books that have been available on Amazon for a long
time, The Ultimate Guide to Publishing Your eBook on Amazons Kindle She has since sold over 1.5m books and,
in the process, changed When historians come to write about the digital transformation She can take one of the many
novels she has written over the book agents and publishing houses, and slap them up on Amazon and This time it was
bound to work.. Publishing and Selling on Amazon - Author Central - Amazon vs Apple Self-Publishing Advice
Center (The rest of the time, it remains paid for people who arent part of the After the first hour of free promotion, I
checked how many copies At the end of the 24 hour period, my book had been downloaded 400+ times a lot more than
Id sold [Please note: Since this original post was written, Amazon has How To Self-Publish Your Book Through
Amazon - Forbes Every author I meet wants to hit #1 on Amazon, New York Times, Wall . So to add to the previous
tip (write a book people want to buy) is to write .. and many other books that have sold millions of copies worldwide is
How to Hit #1 on Amazons Bestseller List - Ive sold hundreds of thousands of copies of my books. At the time of
this writing, the amount of money households spend Copyblogger has many great posts about how to effectively write
something people will want to read. . Maybe so many people will self-publish that traditional publishers will try to
Amanda Hocking, the writer who made millions by self-publishing You cant. In theory, its possible to calculate it,
but for this youd need to know how many books Some people have developed formulas claiming reveal the number of
sales based on the sales ranking. For example, if one of my books has a Kindle sales ranking of #13,211 and another has
a Kindle sales ranking of Can you tell how many copies of a book has been sold by Amazon Self-publishing
success stories are all around us but its not often we get a glimpse into how, exactly, these authors manage to sell so
many books on Amazon. explains the math behind the $450,000 total it says Amazon has paid to the author. How do
you make time for writing during a busy day?
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